
REFOUNDED 2017

Course: Winter 2017/2018

Counselling and

Relationship

Skills

Tutor: Tina Holt

: £250Course Cost

Dates and Times: 10 Wednesday evening sessions

from 15th November 2017, 6.30pm-8.30pm with a

short break

Counselling skills help us to communicate effectively and relate better to the
people we are talking to, thus enabling us to develop healthier relationships.
These skills can be used in all our relationships, whether in our job roles or in
our personal lives. Through this course, you will develop an increased
awareness of your relationship to ‘self and others’ and understand more about
the nature of relationships.

The course will focus upon:

Ø listening skills;

Ø recognising and understanding verbal and non-verbal communication;

Ø reflection;

Ø questioning skills;

Ø empathy and warmth;

Ø giving and receiving feedback.

Please note that a minimum of 10 students are required to run this course

Tina Holt

Tina has been practising as a counsellor since 2007 and is also a lecturer in

counselling. She is a registered member of the British Association for Counselling and

Psychotherapy (Accredited) and a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy. She has

a BA Hons in Professional Counselling and a Higher Education Diploma in

Counselling, both from the University of Leicester.

Contact: For further information about the courses please
contact: study@vaughan.coop

Small Print: This leaflet was published in October 2017. Leicester Vaughan College has endeavoured to ensure that the

contents of this brochure and the accompanying online information are correct and complete at the time of publishing. Please

note that there may be times when it is necessary to make adjustments to parts of the LVC programme or, in exceptional

circumstances, it may be necessary for LVC to cancel a course for example, due to teaching staff being unavailable. LVC will

undertake to inform you of such changes that are made as soon as possible to minimise any resulting inconvenience or

disruption that might occur for you. In cases of full course cancellation, you will be fully-reimbursed any fees you have paid.
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REFOUNDED 2017
Leicester
Vaughan College
A new higher education institution in

an established tradition

About Leicester Vaughan College

Leicester Vaughan College (LVC) is a higher

education college which has been set up to

deliver evening, part-time and face-to-face

courses designed for adult learners with busy

lives.

It is a community benefit society, run by a board of directors who are

elected by its members. Anyone can be a member of the Society who

subscribes to its objects. Students are not required to be members in

order to attend courses.

LVC is entirely independent of any university.

Courses

LVC’s courses are designed to be supportive to those without

traditional entry qualifications. LVC is working towards offered fully-

accredited degrees in various forms of counselling and in arts,

humanities and social sciences. In the meantime it is offering non-

accredited courses at levels 3 and 4 in counselling and at level 4 in the

arts, humanities and social sciences.

Location

Normally courses will take place at the Adult Education College,

54 Belvoir Street, Leicester, LE1 6QL.

Coming Soon:

‘Dealing With Secondary Trauma’: Saturday Workshops in January
and July 2018.
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